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Session Three Handouts and
Homework

Currency of Truth:

The ability to articulate individually and corporately the
global/holistic truth from the experiences of different
individuals or groups within the church/ministry (internal)
and the experiences of different individuals and groups in
the community, neighborhood, city/town, the nation, and
the earth (external).
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Handouts:
Homework Option 1:

● Reflection - Truth Conversations on an Issue
● Tools and Processes to Facilitate Truth Events

Homework Option 2:
● Create a Truth Event

Homework Descriptions:

Option 1:
● Select an issue that your church or community is dealing

with.
● Using the listening/relationals skills learned from the

Currency of Relationship session, practice listening to
the powerless individuals or groups on this issue.  Take
notes.  Then listen to the powerful individual or groups
on this issue and take note.

● Complete the reflection worksheet and submit it to your
coach for feedback back and/or make an appointment
with your coach to debrief.

●
Option 2:

● Select an issue that your community is dealing with now.
Using the worksheet in your workbook, design a truth
event.

● Make an appointment with your coach to debrief the
experience.
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Reflection - Truth Conversations on an Issue

1. Name the Issue:

2. List the perceived powerless persons/groups to whom you
had listened.  Say something about who they are and how
you are initially connected with them:

a. Person/group 1:

b. Person/group 2:

c. Person/group 3:

3. What did you notice from listening to the powerless
persons/groups on this issue?

4. List the perceived powerful persons/groups to whom you
had listened.  Say something about who they are and how
you are initially connected with them:

a. Person/group 1:

b. Person/group 2:

c. Person/group 3:
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5. What did you notice from listening to the powerful
persons/groups on this issue?

6. What did you notice in your experience of practicing the
steps for discerning the truth on this issue by listening to the
powerless first?

7. What were the gifts for you and the conversation partners?

8. What were the challenges?

9. Based on this experience, where and when would you use
this truth discerning process?

Complete the reflection sheet and submit it to your coach for feedback
and/or

Make an appointment with your coach to debrief the experience using
this handout as a guide.
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Tools and Processes to Facilitate Truth Events

Incomplete and Partial Process Holistic Truth-Seeking Process

Debate Dialogue

Convincing Mutual understanding

My truth vs. your truth Our truth

Either/or Both/and

Premature judgment Clarification before judgment

Acquiescence to the powerful Listen to the powerless first

Mono-perspective Multi-perspective

Put down differences Curious about differences

Divisive solution Community-owned resolution

■ Respectful Communication Guidelines

■ Mutual Invitation

■ Present Factual truth through different media

■ Use dialogue media (wall charts, worksheets,
videos, etc.) to invite participants to discover and
express their experience and interpreted truths.

■ Invite the “powerless” to speak first while
preparing the “powerful” to listen.
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Create a Truth Event
Select an issue that your community is currently dealing with. Create an
event or a program that brings together the powerful and the powerless for
dialogue.

1. Name of the event/program:

2. Timeframe of the event/program:

3. Who are the powerful? How do you invite and prepare them to come
to this event/program?

4. Who are the powerless? How do you build trust and prepare them to
come to this event/program?

5. At the event/program, what will you do to make sure that the
powerless get to share first and the powerful are invited to listen?

6. Review the Handout: Tools and Processes to Facilitate Truth
Events. Describe your truth event with some details in outline form.

7. Submit your design to your coach to get feedback. Or make an
appointment with your coach to go over your design and debrief the
experience.

8. (Optional) For Session 4 on Currency of Time, one of the homework
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options is to write a gracious invitation for people to come to a truth
event.  You may write the invitation for this truth event.
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